I. Catalog Description

Introduction to the field of ethnomusicology, including its history, theory, and ethnographic field methods.  
3 lectures/problem solving

II. Required Coursework and Background

MU 1030 (World of Music) and MU 1040 (Careers in Music)

III. Expected Outcomes

A. Class Outcomes

1. Students will understand and be able to describe common ethnographic field methods used in ethnomusicology and related social sciences.
2. Students will be able to design and conduct original field research using these methods and appropriate technology to document a musical practice.
3. Students will be aware of issues related to ethics and integrity when working with human subjects and documenting musical practices. They will be able to critically examine their
own field methods and those of others, and will also be able to apply this understanding when designing an original ethnographic project that is sensitive to culturally specific concepts, such as ownership of music.

**Music Student Departmental Learning Outcomes**

**Bachelor of Arts (BA)**
1. Discuss and appraise the role of music in a balanced life, using appropriate vocabulary and examples.
3. Communicate effectively--verbally and in writing--about specific musical works and musicians, about the creative process in music, and about music’s role in human culture.
4. Demonstrate creativity, musicianship skills (including those involving technology), and conceptual understanding.

**Music Industry Studies (BA)**
1. Interpret relationships between music and: commerce; technology; media; and audience.

**Bachelor of Music (BM)**
2. Utilize current/recent technologies appropriate to the musical endeavor.
6. Analyze, interpret, and defend judgments of various musical works for audiences of scholars and amateurs.
8. Promote musical culture in the community.
9. Think, speak and write clearly at the college level.

**Pre-credential Music Education (BM)**
6. Integrate specialized skills for teaching music literacy, including composition and improvisation

**IV. Instructional Materials and Readings**


V. Minimum Student Materials

Notebook, text, pencil, access to Internet, a computer, and some audio-visual equipment (e.g. smartphones, field recorders, cameras)

VI. Minimum College Facilities

“Smart classroom” (capability of showing videos and films, sounds system for audio playback, Internet access)

VII. Course Outline

Week 1-3: Introduction & overview of the history, theory, and field methods of ethnomusicology

Week 4: Intellectual property, ownership, copyright, legal issues and concerns

Week 5: Fieldwork preparation, materials, preparing documents, IRB overview

Week 6: Interviewing techniques and practice

Week 7: Photography in the field

Week 8: Audio recording in the field

Week 9: Transcription and notation

Weeks 10-11: Film, planning, recording, editing

Weeks 12-13: Writing workshop, grants, and translation/interpreting

Weeks 14-15: Archives, depositing one’s work, project presentations

VIII. Instructional Methods

Classes will be taught via lecture, with frequent use of classroom discussion in large and/or small groups about special topics and reading assignments. Some presentation of recordings and videotapes will be used. Classes will also involve training and hands-on learning with audio-visual technologies appropriate for fieldwork (field recorders, DSLR cameras, video recorders, computer software, smart phones and apps).
IX. Evaluation of Outcomes
Student work will be evaluated by a number of projects assigned throughout the term. These will include a photography assignment, audio field recording, transcription/notation assignment, planning, filming, and editing a short documentary (approximately 5 minutes), an interview, and a final project that will include an essay and be based on ethnographic fieldwork and documentation conducted throughout the course.

X. Assessment of the Course
Students will demonstrate their comprehension of topics covered in the course through regular class discussions and the application of concepts in designing and completing an original ethnographic final project. This project will include a written essay based on field research, which will entail participant observation, audio-visual documentation, and at least one interview. Students will also conduct traditional text-based research, drawing from published literature related to their research topic. Additionally, students will prepare permissions documents suitable for submitting their fieldwork to archives and preparing them for the IRB process.